Introduction
============

Cancer is a disease that is characterized by the uncontrollable growth of cells leading to tumor formation \[[@B1]\]. Lung cancer is one of the prime causes of cancer mortality worldwide because of its metastatic properties \[[@B2]\] and potential for relapse. A plausible reason for relapse is that cancer stem cells (CSCs), found in solid tumors, may contribute to metastatic processes such as migration, resistance to current treatment modalities, including chemo- and radiation therapy, and resistance to cell death in comparison to normal cell death rates \[[@B3]\]. CSCs are thought to develop from normal stem cells (SCs) which have undergone several genetic mutations \[[@B1]\]. Therefore, CSCs have shown similar SC characteristics such as self-renewal and differentiation potential \[[@B3]\]. As a result of current treatments failing to target CSCs \[[@B4]\], novel therapies such as low-intensity laser irradiation (LILI) and photodynamic therapy (PDT) are being investigated as novel therapeutic applications \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. These implementations are due to evidence suggesting that laser photons stimulate a significant amount of cellular biological effects \[[@B7]\] and PDT, which is the use of a photosensitizer (PS) along with LILI, results in the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are toxic to cancer cells and evidently lead to cellular death \[[@B6]\]. The effects of LILI and PDT on lung CSCs will be addressed in this review.

Lung cancer
===========

Accumulated genetic modifications in lung cells cause cell irregularities such as metastatic potential, tissue invasion, and uncontrolled cell growth \[[@B1]\]. These modifications occur as a result of genetic sequence or epigenetic alterations, in which modification is manifested in gene activation or expression of proteins \[[@B8],[@B9]\]. The tumor formation from the uncontrolled cell growth contains a cell population that is heterogeneous. These cells have various cellular characteristics and functions assisting tumor formation \[[@B1]\].

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide, and more than 50% of lung cancer-related deaths are caused in people who do not smoke. Recent studies suggest a genetic mutation in the epidermal growth factor gene as well as environmental factors to be the causative agents \[[@B2]\]. Lung disease symptoms that can overlap with lung cancer include excessive coughing, chest pain and discomfort, and weight loss, although it has been noted that in some cases the metastatic disease may present as asymptomatic. Typical diagnostic tools for lung cancer include an x-ray or computed tomography scan and conformational biopsy \[[@B2]\].

The two types of lung cancer associated with smoking are small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). SCLC is characterized by very rapid tumor growth and is a more homogenous disease with a predisposition to metastasize. The overall prognosis remains poor, although it is recognized as a chemo-sensitive disease. Patients with NSCLC account for 70% to 80% of lung cancer cases. When the disease is not metastasizing, surgery is the main therapy. Although treatment has progressed over the years, the survival rate is less than 5 years from time of diagnosis in 15% of patients, but 1% of metastatic patients will survive. Focus should be emphasized not only on smoking cessation and early detection for prognostic improvement but also on researching the genetic aspects of lung cancer. Novel therapies and treatments like LILI and PDT could improve prognosis and survival rates \[[@B2],[@B10]\].

Stem cells
==========

SCs are cells that are not specialized and have two significant properties: namely, the capability to differentiate into other cells and to self-renew through cell division. SCs can have different differentiation potentials, which affect their potency. Totipotent SCs can differentiate into any type of cell, pluripotent SCs can differentiate into all three germinal layers (mesoderm, ectoderm, and endoderm), and multipotent SCs will develop into several cell types. SCs can undergo either symmetrical division in which two daughter SCs are produced or asymmetrical division in which one daughter SC is produced as well as a specialized cell \[[@B11],[@B12]\].

As SCs have these unique regenerative abilities, they offer new potential for treating diseases. Research studies of SCs have enabled scientists to manipulate them in the laboratory for drug screening and to develop model systems to study normal and abnormal cell models. However, significant research is required on these cells to potentiate cell-based therapy and treatment \[[@B12]\]. SCs are currently being investigated for a multitude of biological and tissue-engineering applications.

Embryonic stem cells
====================

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are derived mostly from blastocysts which have been created *in vitro*\[[@B13]\]. They can be passaged several times without differentiating. When the chromosomes of these cells are studied, they appear normal. Even after prolonged proliferation in their undifferentiated state, ESCs can reproduce each of the three cell types found in the embryo: pluripotent, multipotent, and unipotent SCs \[[@B11],[@B13]\]. ESCs have specific properties to which they adhere, and these properties are measured through characterization, namely (a) culturing and subculturing the SCs to find out whether they remain undifferentiated; (b) testing for the presence of transcription factors which appear in undifferentiated cells; (c) testing for specific cell surface markers occurring in undifferentiated cells; (d) examination of chromosomal stability; (e) testing re-culturing capability after freezing, thawing and seeding them again; and (f) identifying pluripotency in the SCs \[[@B12]\].

Adult stem cells
================

Adult stem cells (ASCs) are isolated from the somatic tissue of adult organisms. They can be found in various organs of the body, including the bone marrow, gastrointestinal tract, pancreas, and liver \[[@B14],[@B15]\]. ASCs reside in an SC niche, where they produce cell types of the cell tissue that they reside in. Research has shown that it is possible to stimulate ASCs to differentiate into cells of interest by genetic manipulation or manipulation of its differentiation pathway. This knowledge can offer potential reprograming of available cells into other cells that are damaged or have been lost due to disease. SC differentiation is triggered by the need for tissue maintenance due to injury or disease. ASCs can be characterized by generating a cell line of genetically identical cells that upon induction to differentiation will give rise to all the different cells in that specific tissue \[[@B11],[@B12]\].

Cancer stem cells
=================

CSCs can be defined as cells within a tumor that can self-renew and result in the heterogeneous lineages of cancer cells in a tumor \[[@B16]\]. CSCs are referred to as tumor-initiating cells (TICs) as the cancer could have formed from stem, progenitor, or differentiated cells \[[@B1]\]. These cells possess stem-like characteristics reminiscent of a normal SC. Cancer cells that metastasize portray the classic properties of SCs \[[@B3]\]. CSCs have been isolated and characterized from tumor masses and these TICs have since been characterized by using cell-surface protein markers \[[@B11]\]. The similarities between TICs or CSCs and SCs leads to the hypothesis as to whether CSCs arise from SCs, progenitor cells, or differentiated cells present in adult tissues. The molecular pathways that maintain ?stem-ness? in SCs are also active in numerous cancers \[[@B1]\]. This similarity has initiated the proposition that cancers may arise when there is a mutation in an SC causing abnormal cell expansion \[[@B1]\].

Metastasis is a complex multi-step process and CSCs support it by detaching from the original tumor, migrating through the blood or lymphatic system to a new site, and lodging into the surrounding tissue forming micro-metastases. The cells then develop blood supplies and grow to form macroscopic and clinically relevant metastases. According to previous studies, it is suggested that a small, and most likely specialized, subset of cancer cells drive the spread of disease to distant organs \[[@B17]\]. SCs and metastatic cancer cells share metastatic functions. They both require a specific microenvironment or niche for growth and protection, the use of specific cellular pathways for migration, enhanced resistance to cell death, and an increased capacity for drug resistance. Evidence suggests that these properties apply to CSCs as well \[[@B3]\], making them a primary cause for cancer relapse.

Researchers and drug developers are directing research toward the paradigm of developing agents that target molecules implicated in cancer pathways as well as the cell itself as this selective approach has been shown to be promising. Therefore, if the CSC hypotheses are proved to be correct, strategies designed to target CSCs selectively could prevent these TICs from germinating and spreading \[[@B1]\]. Here, LILI could be implicated as a treatment methodology, in which PDT is used to target CSCs specifically with a PS and laser irradiation.

Lung cancer stem cells
======================

Patients with SCLC frequently present with metastases regardless of the primary tumor size. This suggests that early-disseminated disease in patients with lung cancer is due to enrichment of CSCs in these tumors. Lung cancer is a group of neoplastic cells, which can be phenotypically diverse. Lung CSCs have been identified in lung cancer and have been characterized \[[@B18]\].

CSCs with SC-like phenotypes are derived from normal SCs or differentiated cells that underwent deregulation of the fundamental characteristic of SCs, which divide into normal SCs (self-renew) and differentiate into specialized cells. This is due to asymmetric and symmetric divisions in which there is an error in the cell cycle. This characteristic applies not only to lung CSCs but to other CSCs as well. Pathways such as the Notch, Hedgehog (HH), and Wnt define normal SCs and guide the behavior of normal pulmonary precursors within several different lineages. Abnormal signaling in these pathways may cause lung cancer arising from inappropriate expansion of pulmonary SCs developing into CSC lineages \[[@B19]\].

Previous studies performed on mice have identified SC niches in the lung, and these niches may be targeted for cancer initiation and promotion \[[@B20]\]. SC niches maintain the epithelial differentiation of the bronchi \[[@B21]\]. Found in these niches are bronchio-alveolar SCs that co-express Clara, alveolar cell markers, and SC markers. Along with the expression of oncogenic k-ras, the bronchio-alveolar SCs show an increase in proliferation, indicative of their characteristics as compared with differentiated alveolar cells which proliferate at a different exponential rate. This manifestation is similar to that of the development of bronchio-alveolar SCs in adenocarcinoma, as a cause of SCs rapidly dividing, losing their normal SC characteristics and developing into CSCs \[[@B22]\].

Cancer stem cell markers
========================

In addition to the genes involved in the Notch, Wnt, and HH pathways, there are numerous genetic markers associated with CSCs. One is the Oct-4 gene (OCT3 or POU5F1), which is a transcription factor that maintains ESC pluripotency \[[@B23]\]. Oct-4 may be regulated by the Wnt pathway and can re-program somatic cells biologically, dedifferentiating them back into SCs \[[@B24]\].

It has been suggested that miRNAs are vital regulators of SC differentiation, self-renewal, and division as indicated by studies completed on mice \[[@B25]\]. miRNA-155 is involved in normal human lung differentiation \[[@B26]\]. Work from the National Cancer Institute has shown that high hsa-mir-155 and low hsa-let-7a-2 expression have been associated with poor prognoses in lung cancer \[[@B27]\].

Lung CSCs can be identified and characterized by using cell surface markers*.* Tumors are initially thought of as consisting of a single type of tissue of homogenous cells. However, they are thought to be heterogeneous on a smaller scale, phenotypically differing by their surface marker. They vary in the capacity for self-renewal and differentiation. Experimental evidence showed that different cancer cells share cell surface markers with other cancerous cells and several SCs \[[@B28]\]. Table?[1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists known or potential SC markers in lung cancer \[[@B18]\].

###### 

Cellular markers that may contribute to lung cancer stem cell properties

  **Marker**   **Name**                          **Cellular function**                                                                                                                                                                       **Ligand**                                                                **Cancer stem cell**    
  ------------ --------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------
  CD44         Pgp-1                             Hyaluronic acid receptor                                                                                                                                                                    Hyaluronic acid and hyaluronate-interacting growth factors, osteopontin   NSCLC                   Hematopoietic, breast
  CD133        Prominin-1                        Modulator of intracellular accumulation of exogenous compounds (transferin-CD133-iron network) cell metabolism \[[@B29]\] Neurotrophic receptor RET tyrosine kinase expression \[[@B30]\]   No natural ligand identified \[[@B31]\]                                   NSCLC \[[@B32]\]        Brain, colon, pancreas
  CD117        Stem cell factor receptor         Growth factor receptor                                                                                                                                                                      Stem cell factor                                                          SCLC \[[@B33]\]         Hematopoietic
  CD87         Urokinase plasminogen activator   uPA receptor                                                                                                                                                                                uPA                                                                       NSCLC/SCLC \[[@B34]\]   Unknown
  SP           Side population                   Drug resistance                                                                                                                                                                             EGFR \[[@B35]\] TRAIL \[[@B36]\]                                          SC/NSCLC                Hematopoietic, brain, breast
  ALDH         Aldehyde dehydrogenase            Alcohol metabolism                                                                                                                                                                          Acetaldehyde                                                              NSCLC \[[@B37]\]        Hematopoietic, breast, prostate

*EGFR* epidermal growth factor receptor, *NSCLC* non-small cell lung cancer, *SC* stem cell, *SCLC* small cell lung cancer, *TRAIL* tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand, *uPA* urokinase plasminogen activator. Modified from \[[@B19]\].

Validation of CSCs based on expression of cell surface markers is difficult when expanding the cells *in vitro* as the cultured cells may lose their original phenotype through differentiation due to external factors like growth media impacting on them. Thus, culturing the cells based on their specific SC markers results in the reconstitution of the original phenotype and loss of SC enrichments; that is, the SCs may differentiate into specialized cells. One method of maintaining the SC markers is by plating individual cells in semi-solid media, in the presence of epidermal growth factor and basic fibroblast growth factor, which will make the cells resultantly grow in spheroid structures, preserving the SC markers. Further characterization then requires dissociation into single-cell suspensions \[[@B18],[@B38]\].

Further studies on developing methods that allow expansion of CSCs *in vitro* are critical for their characterization and development of SC-targeted therapies and treatment \[[@B18]\]. *In vivo* validation can be achieved by implanting tumor cells into a host where tumor growth and drug response can be measured \[[@B39]\]. Visualization of tumor growth is achieved best when using fluorescent markers. Thus far, this method of implanting tumor cells into a host is the most effective model for testing novel cancer stem cell-targeted therapies \[[@B18]\]. The disadvantage of this method is that it will be ethically unacceptable to inject cancer cells into a human being; therefore, *in vitro* models need to be developed. Such models can be developed by using CSCs where they are cultured and monitored for tumor formation and cellular responses to treatment such as LILI.

Low-intensity laser irradiation
===============================

A laser is defined as any device using controlled stimulated emission by producing or amplifying electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength range from 180 nm to 1 mm \[[@B40]\]. Laser power is measured in watts or milliwatts. The output measurement of a laser is proportional to power density. Where power density or light intensity is measured in watts per centimeter squared or milliwatts per centimeter squared, this includes the area of the object exposed to laser light. Wavelength ? (lambda), which is expressed in nanometers, is the distance between two peaks of a light wave \[[@B41]\]. When a laser emits light at a constant intensity, it has a continuous wave emission, whereas pulsed light will have varying intensity. To calculate intensity of a pulsed laser, the average between the pulse peak of the wave output and zero is used. Continuous wave lasers use output power \[[@B42]\]. The effects that laser irradiation may have on tissue may vary according to the wavelength and power density used \[[@B43]\].

Low-intensity lasers or low-power lasers have become important medical tools used for therapeutic applications. LILI is a form of phototherapy in which monochromatic light is used on biological tissue, creating a biomodulative effect within that tissue. The biomodulative effect can be stimulatory or inhibitory, either of which can be used in treatment, depending on the required effect. LILI is non-thermic \[[@B44]\] and uses light at a wavelength of 630 to 905 nm \[[@B45]\]. Helium-neon and diode lasers are some of the therapeutic lasers that are routinely used.

Uses of low-intensity laser irradiation
=======================================

The reported biomodulative effects of LILI on tissue are caused by the energy delivered through the light irradiation which has a direct effect eliminating thermal effects. Significant biological effects noted to be generated include proliferation, collagen synthesis, and release of growth factors from cells when treated with LILI. It enhances and stimulates these cellular effects at certain wavelengths and fluencies \[[@B7]\] while the mechanism of biostimulation by LILI occurs at the mitochondrial level since it contains most of the cellular chromophores \[[@B46]\]. One hypothesis explaining the mechanism of photostimulation is that the energy is absorbed by intracellular chromophores and is converted into metabolic energy (that is, the respiratory chain, which produces changes in the redox status in the mitochondria) (Figure?[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Activation of the electron transport chain results in an increase in the electrical potential across the mitochondrial membrane or an increase in the ATP pool. cAMP, a molecule derived from ATP, is important in many biological processes. Since the cAMP system has been demonstrated to control the biosynthesis of DNA and RNA, LILI can indirectly lead to the activation or inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis \[[@B47]\].

![**Proposed mechanism of photostimulation.** Energy is absorbed from the laser light by the intracellular chromophores and converted into metabolic energy, which in turn can lead to cellular proliferation as a result of cellular responses being activated via photostimulation. ??mt, the electrical potential across the mitochondrial membrane; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; ROS, reactive oxygen species.](scrt340-1){#F1}

Irradiation or photostimulation is used in a variety of *in vitro* models such as cellular cultures as it provides us with molecular-scale answers. These models are less destructive, and biopsies are avoidable. In a variety of cell cultures treated with LILI, results have indicated an increase in the stimulation of proliferation. Irradiation is performed on humans where qualitative evaluation of wound healing is monitored; it has been shown to have beneficial effects such as healing diabetic and other types of ulcers. LILI has been used *in vivo* as thus far it has shown no known side effects when used according to standard operating procedures \[[@B48]\].

Previous studies using LILI have shown either a proliferatory effect or an inhibitory effect, depending on the energy level used \[[@B49]\]. In a 2011 study by Al-Watban and Bernard \[[@B5]\], normal and malignant cell lines consisting of embryonic (3 T3, CCl-226 mouse embryonic fibroblast), human skin fibroblasts, Chinese hamster ovary cells, and neoplastic cells (RIF-1 and EMT-6) were treated with LILI in order to determine the laser dose for the different stimulatory or inhibitory effects while all cell lines were kept at similar conditions. The authors concluded that there is dose dependency for cell growth to laser treatments and that the extent of cellular proliferation is influenced by the type of cells involved. Normal cells showed biostimulation exploiting SC expansion and differentiation. Malignant cells also indicated an increase in proliferation, suggesting that LILI has the capability to induce further cell growth of neoplasms; nonetheless, LILI also induced cell bioinhibition at higher energy outputs, implicating the use of LILI to destroy malignant cells. This study showed that the optimum biostimulatory dose at a wavelength of 632.8 nm is at 180 mJ/cm^2^ and bioinhibitory doses were from 420 to 600 mJ/cm^2^ using cumulative doses \[[@B5]\]. Different laser parameters apart from the ones used in previous studies are still recommended for the clonal expansion and differentiation of SCs \[[@B5]\] and CSCs. Cytochrome *c* oxidase is believed to be the primary cellular chromophore to absorb low levels of red and near-infrared light. It is located in the inner mitochondrial membrane and is an integral part of the electron transport chain associated with oxidative phosphorylation and ATP production. Absorbing this energy can cause an increase in ATP production and evidently leads to cell proliferation and migration \[[@B50]\].

LILI has been used clinically for wound and burn healing and treating myocardial infarction and stroke, diabetic angiopathy, and neuropathy and the reduction of atherosclerotic plaque formation by increasing microcirculation \[[@B51]\]. Studies show that LILI has positive effects on irradiated cells and tissues, such as increased formation of mRNA and protein secretion. There is also stimulation of calcium influx and mitosis rate, activation of inactive enzymes, including ATPase (adenosine triphosphatase), and photosensitized formation of ROS \[[@B52]\]. Laser photons are absorbed by cytochromes and porphyrins within the mitochondria. Singlet oxygen is produced also, forming proton gradients across the mitochondrial membrane, increasing ATP and DNA production \[[@B53]\].

Researchers have found, in contrast to the above effects, that LILI can be damaging or even destructive. Helium-neon laser irradiation produced degenerative effects on bovine oocytes, namely changes to both the cytoplasm, which was heterogeneous, and the chromosomes that were unevenly dispersed when compared to un-irradiated control oocytes \[[@B54]\]. However, the true effect of LILI on cell proliferation is controversial because of conflicting reports on the effects of visible light on cells in culture \[[@B55]\] and this could be because LILI has different effects at different energy outputs. This emphasizes the need for cellular research into laser biology, especially when considering cancer as one of the important targets for using laser as a treatment. Research needs to be directed toward CSCs in laser biology as CSCs are potentially the cause for relapse and the effects of LILI on lung CSCs have yet to be elucidated.

The current cancer treatment using lasers is PDT. PDT involves administration of a PS either topically or systemically followed by visible light from a laser illuminating the target area that then triggers oxidative stress in the cell, leading to cellular death \[[@B6]\]. A number of possible PSs have been studied for the treatment of cancers. A PS is administered and laser light is applied to the target area at the appropriate wavelength, and the PS is then activated, causing it to generate ROS by reacting with the oxygen present in the cancer cell and this in turn causes cell death \[[@B56]\]. The inactive PS is nontoxic and is activated by a specific wavelength matching its absorbance spectrum. The PS is excited to an excited singlet state where afterward it relaxes into a longer-lasting triplet state of excitation. ROS are formed in the triplet state, whereby the molecules exchange electrons or hydrogen atoms with nearby molecules (type l photochemical reaction) or the PS transfers energy to ground-state molecular oxygen (type 2 photochemical reaction). Both photochemical reactions result in ROS formation, causing oxidative stress which leads to DNA damage after PDT treatment \[[@B6]\]. The PS is absorbed only by cancerous cells; the reason is that cancer cells have a rapid metabolic rate and the cells? physiological properties cause the PS to be absorbed and retained \[[@B57]\]. CSCs can be targeted in the same way as cancer cells by developing a PS targeted specifically to the CSC of interest by creating an effective molecular platform. This can be executed by following the same program used in previous experiments where researchers have developed a strategy which they call cell-SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment), whereby they develop aptamers which are oligonucleic acid or peptide molecules that bind to a specific target molecule. Aptamers are selected by using complete and viable cells from which the aptamer will recognize that cell?s specific protein membrane with elevated selectivity and outstanding affinity \[[@B58]\]. Other means of targeting cancer cells could be by using molecular beacons that work by illuminating a particular cell target. To identify the cellular and metabolic markers specific to the cell of interest, the beacons can be used in conjunction with near-infrared fluorescence imaging. These illumination beacons can be used either for imaging or as target-specific aptamers for PDT, where the laser is guided by the fluorescing beacon attached to the affected sites, killing the cancerous cells by using the light-activated phototoxic properties of the porphyrin-based dye \[[@B59]\].

Possible effects of LILI can include increased proliferation, which in turn can cause the lung CSCs to differentiate into adult lung cancer cells, which will promote tumor formation or CSCs can undergo apoptosis, autophagy, or necrosis, whereby they die, promoting cancer death. In conjunction with a cell-specific aptamer-PS (PDT), the CSC is targeted by the PS and when irradiated will undergo apoptosis or necrosis as a result of ROS damaging the cells (Figure?[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Possible effects of low-intensity laser irradiation and photodynamic therapy (PDT) on lung cancer stem cells (CSCs).** Laser stimulatory effects can **(a)** cause the lung CSC to differentiate into differentiated cancer cells, **(b)** cause the cell to undergo apoptosis, **(c)** cause the cell to undergo autophagy, or **(d)** cause the cell to become necrotic. Effects of cell-specific aptamer-PDT include **(b)** apoptosis, **(c)** autophagy, or **(d)** necrosis. PS, photosensitizer.](scrt340-2){#F2}

Conclusions
===========

It is plausible, when considering the bioinhibitory effect of LILI on neopleastic cells as demonstrated by Al-Watban and Bernard \[[@B5]\], to deduce that the same inhibitory effect may be demonstrated in CSCs. Apoptosis or necroptosis would be the desired cell death mechanism induced as it can be controlled through different cellular pathways. The development of cellular therapy using CSCs can be advanced by studying the mechanisms by which these cells differentiate and proliferate. With the use of LILI as a treatment on lung CSCs, the results obtained through cellular responses and characterization could lead to the answer of whether LILI alone at a specific wavelength or energy output or in conjunction with a PS inhibits these cells. If so, LILI can be used as a treatment that can prevent cancer relapse or as a therapy for cancer patients who have relapsed because of CSCs. Consideration also needs to be given to specific aptamer-PDT, as it has already been established that PDT works on cancer cells and is currently being used as a cancer treatment. In conclusion, it would be advantageous to develop a specific aptamer-PS targeting CSCs, destroying them and thereby preventing cancer relapse.
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